Electric cars market threatened by potential cobalt tax hike in Congo
The nation, responsible for about two thirds of global output, plans to increase royalties on cobalt to 5% from 2%
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Congo, the world’s top cobalt producer, will hike the royalty miners pay on exports of the metal to 5% from 2% if a new mining code is approved. (Image: Sopotnick| Shutterstock. (
https://www.shutterstock.com/image-photo/free-recharging-station-146626955?src=B7FlNi4aSA_AE39_WY5ahw-1-41))

The Democratic Republic of Congo may soon more than double the tax mining companies operating in the country pay on exports of cobalt,
a key component in the lithium-ion batteries that power electric cars and mobile phones.
The African nation, responsible for about two thirds of global cobalt output, has been evaluating the measure since last month, when a major
revision to the 2002 Mining Code was passed by the parliament’s lower house.
If also approved by the Senate, the new law will qualify cobalt as a “strategic commodity” and so the royalty on exports of that metal will
increase to 5% from 2%. Taxes on base metals, in turn, would increase to 3.5%, Bloomberg reports:
(https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-01-10/congo-may-more-than-double-tax-on-critical-global-cobalt-supply)
Mines Minister Martin Kabwelulu singled out cobalt’s “not only strategic but also critical character” on the world market. Tantalum,
a scarce mineral extracted from so-called coltan ore and used in smartphones, could also be taxed at the higher rate, Kabwelulu
said.
The most likely outcome of such tax increase would be a further compression in the amount of capital deployed into new mine construction
and exploration in the DRC, Trent Mell, President and CEO of Canada's First Cobalt (TSX-V, ASX:FCC) told MINING.com.
"We came very close to making a signi cant investment in the DRC in 2017, but reversed course (http://www.marketwired.com/pressrelease/ rst-cobalt-exits-congo-to-focus-on-canada-tsx-venture-fcc-2233929.htm) as we concluded the geopolitical backdrop was getting
worse. This surprising news is just one more reason for investors like us to look elsewhere," Mell said.
His company is now directing all efforts on primary or by-product cobalt opportunities and re ners, battery manufacturers and energy
material companies are already expressing interest in what First Cobalt is doing. "By looking for cobalt as our primary focus, with additional
payable metals, such as copper, nickel and in our case silver, we have taken a new approach to exploration to offer investors better exposure
to the metal," Mell said.
Cobalt prices went ballistic last year, with the metal quoted on the London Metal Exchange ending 2017 at $75,500, a 129% annual surge
sparked by intensifying supply fears and an expected demand spike from battery markets.

Top mining companies including Glencore (LON:GLEN), Randgold Resources (LON:RRS), China Molybdenum (HKG:3993) and Ivanhoe Mines
currently operate in the DRC.
Through the chamber of mines, an industry lobby group, companies have opposed to the proposed reforms (http://www.mining.com/congore-evaluate-new-mining-code-next-week/) to the country’s 16-year-old code, saying that while it would boost government revenues, it would
also make investments in the sector unpro table.

Cobalt prices went ballistic last year, with the metal quoted on the London Metal Exchange ending 2017 at $75,500, a 129% annual surge.
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The ANSWER might just be getting developed as we speak...Lithium Iron Oxide Batteries OR LFP's...Cobalt not needed.
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